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Since Hoff was concerned that the object he observed could be a machete or some other 

weapon, he drew his firearm, and pointed it in a "low ready" position, angled toward the ground 

and not directly at any of the youths. They immediately stopped running and placed their hands 

in the air, and Hoff heard the sound of wood hitting the ground. Hoff testified that he 

immediately holstered his firearm, which had been out for approximately two seconds, and 

moved closer to the individuals, who he noticed were young and out-of-breath, and talking back 

and forth to each other. Hoff had them place their hands against the wall, and frisked one of the 

individuals, whom he had seen holding a stick, to make sure he did not have any additional 

weapons, while his partner frisked the other four; the frisk lasted five seconds, and nothing was 

recovered. Hoff asked the youths what they were doing, and they responded that they were just 

hanging out and playing. (Tr. 209-15, 228-33, 252) 
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Additional officers arrived on the scene, including the patrol supervisor, Respondent 

Rose. Hoff testified that he told Rose what he had observed, and pointed out to Rose the two 

individuals whom he had seen carrying sticks. Hoff observed the sticks at the feet of the youths, 

which were similar to wall paneling but broken and pointy; he did not voucher them or take any 

photographs. (Tr. 216-18, 237-38, 241, 249-50, 254) 

Respondent Rose, who was the platoon commander at the time of the incident, testified 

that he was aware of a precinct condition, voiced by members of the community, involving 

groups of youths ranging in age from six to eighteen. Specifically, there recently had been 

multiple radio runs for youths committing criminal and disorderly acts in the area, including 

arson, robbery, assault, fighting, and damage to property. (See Resp. Ex. A, documenting crimes 

in the area) (Tr. 259-62, 312) 
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cars. Hoff exited his RMP, identified himself as a pc,lice officer, and ordered the individuals to 

stop. 
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On the one hand, Hoff did not ultimately discover any corroboration that a third person 

was, in fact, being chased or menaced. Although two sticks were recovered, the officers did not 

find a machete at the scene. Nevertheless, at the time he initiated the stop, Hoff had a reasonable 

expectation, based on the 911 call. from a caller who identified himself and provided a callback 

phone number, that there was a group of armed individuals committing a crime. This 

information, coupled with Hoff's observations at the location, provided reasonable suspicion that 

these were the individuals who were the subject of the 911 call. As such, Hoff possessed 

sufficient legal authority to stop the individuals, and I find him not guilty of Specifications l-4. 

Specification 5 charges Respondent Hoff with drawing his gun without sufficient legal 

authority. Section 221-07 of the Patrol Guide states that the decision to draw a firearm "should 

be based on an articulable belief that the potential for serious physical injury is present." 

As discussed above, Hoff arrived on the scene with the reasonable expectation that the 

individuals he observed had been armed with a machete and a stick as they chased another male. 

It was dark, and Hoff could not see if the individuals were, in fact, holding any of the weapons 

identified in the 91 l call. With the aid of his flashlight, Hoff saw the silhouette of a long object 

in the hands of one of the individuals, which he reasonably believed might be a weapon. He 

ordered the youths to show their hands, but they did not comply. 

Fearing that the object he observed might be a machete, or some other weapon, Hoff, 

who was standing within l O feet of these individuals, drew his firearm, and pointed it down in a 

low ready position. This action produced immediate results, as the youths stopped running and 

placed their hands in the air. Hoff heard the sound of wood hitting the ground, which turned out 
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to be one of the two sticks recovered. Once he gained compliance, Hoff quickly re-holstered his 

firearm, which had been out for approximately two seconds. 

Under these specific circumstances, I find that Hoff acted reasonably in drawing his 

firearm. At the time he did so, Hoff had an articulable belief that there was a potential for 

serious physical injury. Accordingly, I find him not guilty of Specification 5. 

Specification 6 charges Respondent Hoff with frisking an individual without sufficient 

legal authority. Section 212-11 of the Patrol Guide states that a frisk is authorized when a police 

officer "reasonably suspects the person is armed and dangerous. This includes situations in 

which the officer reasonably suspects that the person has committed, is committing, or is about 

to commit a violent crime, or when the officer observes something on the person that he 

reasonably suspects is a weapon." 

Here, Hoff acknowledged that he did frisk one of the stopped individuals, while his 

partner frisked the others. Hoff had the individual place his hands against a wall, and frisked 

him; the frisk lasted only five seconds. Hoff testified that he frisked the individual because he 

had observed him holding a stick, and was concerned that there might be additional weapons. 

As discussed above, the individual frisked by Hoff was part of a group suspected of 

chasing another male while they were carrying weapons, including a machete and a stick. The 

group initially refused to comply with the officer's command to stop and show their hands. Hoff 

observed two of the individuals holding sticks, which they eventually dropped to the ground. 

Although ultimately no machete was found at the scene, at the time of the frisk events were still 

rapidly unfolding, and Hoff was in a precarious position with a reasonable concern for his safety. 

Given the violent nature of what was described in the 911 call, Hoffs initial interaction 

with the non-compliant suspects, and his observations as to the pointy sticks that two of the 












